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There’s a moment on Tiger & Woods’ “Don’t Hesitate” that’s nothing short of miraculous.
Katie Kissoon’s sampled vocal has been repeating the title ad nauseam, as if… well,
hesitating to say something. The producers have to do something to help the poor woman.
So, acting as wingmen, they insert a high-pitched pinprick of synth string that lines up so
perfectly with the second syllable of “hesitate,” and becomes so indistinguishable from
Kissoon’s voice we might think if we weren’t listening closely enough that she’d made the
kind of vocal leap from which karaoke classics are born. It’s as conducive to maudlin ecstasy
as any high note any singer could hit with elbow grease alone, and it pinpoints the curious
magic of Tiger & Woods. Few dance producers wring so much power from the humble loop.
Unfortunately, there are far too few moments like that on A.O.D..

Tiger & Woods’ third album pulls not from American disco but from their native Italy’s home-
grown club-music tradition Italo disco. A little more rigid than its American precursor, Italo
disco is more fixated on groove and less on ecstasy. Rome’s Goody Music/Full Time Records,
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source of most of these samples, leans especially languid. And A.O.D. sticks to a comfortable
pace throughout, at no particular pains to get anywhere or to feel anything. It sounds a lot
like synthwave, the French genre that draws from old video-game and action-movie
soundtracks to conjure a square-jawed, strong-but-silent image of ‘80s masculinity. And like
Ryan Gosling in Drive, which catalyzed that genre’s aesthetic, A.O.D. is curiously allergic to
displays of emotion.

The drums don’t gallop down the highway but glide coolly in cruise control. Instead of divas
screaming to the sky, we’re greeted by the constipated murmur of vocoders. Even the loops
are a little irritating; we’re happy by the time “A Lovely Change” fades out. And the best
moments on both “Forever Summer” and “Warning Fails” come when the loops fall away
and we hear the machinery beneath: on the former when the bass does most of the talking,
on the latter where all falls away except a sunset-splash of synth. Think about that: a Tiger &
Woods album that’s at its best when nothing’s looping. That’s like a Kendrick Lamar album
that’s best when no one’s rapping.

These tracks aren’t as club-friendly as what they’ve put out in the past, which might be why
the record is called A.O.D.—album-oriented dance, or perhaps adult-oriented dance. It’s a
toothless title. Album-oriented dance music has been a phenomenon for thirty years, and
pretty much all dance music a Tiger & Woods fan is likely to listen to is “adult-oriented.”
Maybe by making it 37 minutes long, about half as long as the average Tiger & Woods full-
length, they’re trying for a classic-vinyl sort of feel. But given how little there is to milk from
the music itself, such brevity just makes the record feel even less substantial. A.O.D. is a
distressing loss of form.
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